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Electric Fuel Pump System Install - Fueled Up How do you plumb the system and fit your classic Ford with an electric fuel
pump, filter, and lines? Aeromotive's classic Mustang fuel system.. Electric fuel pump Is working good so far Had i
remembered to install an eccentric i would have used a mechanical pump since they are good to about 550hp with.. On my 69 &
70 Mach 1`s, I made a sheet metal bracket which mounted the pump to the trunk floor between the diff housing & the tank, just
to the right side.

1. install electric fuel pump 1966 mustang

Erik------------------1966 Ford Mustang 2+2Mine - Restomod in Progress1966 Ford Mustang CoupeDad's - Original
UnrestoredMoneymakerAdministrator Posts: 29200From: Lyons, IL, USA Registered: May 99posted 09-30-2002 04:30 PM Is
it a street car? ------------------Alex DenysenkoCo-Administrator and Moderator/ non 65-66 Mustang owner sensitivity co-
ordinator NHRA/IHRA/SRA/MCA memberNHRA and IHRA SS/LA National Record Holder '00, '01, & '02Fleet of FoMoCo
products including 88 ASC McLaren Mustang #28Part time secret agent license #0089 Professional ManwhoreThe Barry of
BarrysGrrlQuote #1: 'I never met a magazine mechanic I liked.
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My only concern is the rear exhaust isn't installed yet and i'm hoping it doesn't interfere with each other.. 8@105mph85
Mustang NHRA Stocker under construction, 302 5 speed59 Meteor (Canadian Ford) 2 dr sedan 332, auto74 F350 ramp truck
390 4spdrockafellzGearhead Posts: 1459From: San Lorenzo, CA, USARegistered: Aug 2001posted 09-30-2002 12:29 PM
Well, I guess i'm gonna have to pull the pump off.. Also, if you pump is hanging below the rocker panels, it is very likely to get
damaged by a speed bump, or flying rocks. Sony Vegas Pro 11 تحميل The Project File
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 Looks like it's sitting a little too far away from the tank We did put a filter between the tank and the pump though.. Rory
McNeilGearhead Posts: 1889From: Surrey, B C CanadaRegistered: Nov 2000posted 09-30-2002 12:15 PM Well, normally as
close to the tank, & below the tank is preferable.. I HAVE seen the occasional electric pump in the engine compartment, but I
certainly wouldn`t recommend that.. ------------------78 Fairmont 428 4 speed 10 20@130mph80 Fairmont 302 5 speed 12. 
Notebook Apps For Mac

 Realplayer Downloader For Mac 12.0 Download

Mustangsandmore Forum ArchiveFord Racing Where do you guys put your electric fuel pump? profile | register | preferences |
faq | searchnext newest topic | next oldest topicAuthorTopic: Where do you guys put your electric fuel
pump?rockafellzGearhead Posts: 1459From: San Lorenzo, CA, USARegistered: Aug 2001posted 09-30-2002 11:38 AM Hey
Fellas,Where do you guys put your electric fuel pump? My dad and I put ours on the left frame rail right where the frame levels
out (about where the left muffler should be.. So it's about 3 feet from the tank We mounted it as high as possible on the frame
rail but it looks pretty low.. ) We couldn't think of any other place to mount it thinking either the rear end or future muffler
pipes will hit it if we mounted it where the frame rails go over the axles.. We used the Earl's hi-flow fuel filter I guess we're
gonna have to make a custom bracket to mount right above the rear differential.. Locations in the trunk could be the rear
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fenderwell or on the trunk floor Some people attach a bracket as close to the fuel outlet of the tank and mount them there.. Did
you install a fuel filter between the tank and the pump? It is recommended by most pump makers.. 'Quote #2: 'Make sure brain
is in gear before engaging mouth!'rockafellzGearhead Posts: 1459From: San Lorenzo, CA, USARegistered: Aug 2001posted
09-30-2002 08:22 PM quote:Originally posted by Moneymaker:Is it a street car? Yes! Erik------------------1966 Ford Mustang
2+2Mine - Restomod in Progress1966 Ford Mustang CoupeDad's - Original UnrestoredFastymzModerator Posts: 22791From:
Reno Nv M&M #1240 Registered: Apr 2001posted 09-30-2002 08:32 PM Erik are you running the exhaust out the rear,or turn
downs?The ones I've seen on 65-66 have been mounted to the drivers side rear frame rail behide the rear axle. ae05505a44 Igo
Primo Truck Windows Ce
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